Ehud Segev to Launch Brain Mastery Workshop
Ehud Segev, aka The Mentalizer, will launch a Brain Mastery online workshop
November 10, 2016 (FPRC) -- Mentalist Ehud Segev has said that he is working on launching a
brain mastery workshop that will be operating online. The goal of this program will be to help people
tap into the inner powers of their minds, and developed their skills. Already, the mentalist has
conducted multiple physical workshops in cities around the world, educating guests on how they can
improve their mental prowess and productivity by following a secret set of simple activities.
Ehud Segev is a globally acclaimed mentalist. Wikipedia defines mentalism as a performance-based
art in which its practitioners (referred to as mentalists) exhibit highly advanced intuitive and mental
abilities. Among other skills, mentalists appear to be experts in fields such as hypnosis, mind
control, psychokinesis, precognition, clairvoyance, telepathy, divination, and mediumship. They are
also commonly categorized as psychic entertainers. Modern mentalism lays its focus on tests of
supernatural powers that were carried up by spiritualists and psychics in the 19th century. And
contrary to magic, which is all about illusions or tricks, mentalism has everything to do with mental
feats.
Ehud was born in Israel in 1979. While growing up, he invested a massive chunk of his time
studying books on mentalism and related topics at the local library. At one time, the local librarian
was so alarmed at the young boy reading cryptic texts that he asked him to bring his mother’s
signed permission. This period of time laid the basis for Ehud Segev’s modern day skills. Ever since
he was 19 years old, he has accomplished numerous newsworthy feats. At one time, he predicted
the winner in a mayor’s election after just looking at face photos. Ehud has entertained U.S. soldiers
around the world, a job he did so well that he attained the EB-1 special award from the Department
of Homeland Security.H He has also starred on multiple TV shows, and even appeared on
‘Phenomenon’, a recent hit show by NBC. On TV, Ehud has exhibited extraordinary skills, such as
being able to read minds, bending spoons with his mind, and sending credit cards flying without
even touching them. He possesses an innate talent to make people laugh, which has greatly
contributed to his popularity around the world.
It appears that the new brain mastery workshop will be all about sharing some of the mentalizer’s
skills with his audiences. Hannah Tiram, a PR employee at Mentalizer Education (Ehud’s Education
Outfit), said “The Mentalizer is working on launching a new brain mastery workshop that will be
conducted online. This has been inspired by his work in various cities around the world this year.
The purpose of this workshop will be to educate his mentalism fans on various aspects of mind
reading, hypnosis, and other innate abilities of the human mind. Interested parties will be able to
attend the workshop online right from the comfort of their homes. We will follow up and publish a
follow-up press statement immediately this platform is live and working.”
Contact Information
For more information contact Hannah Tiram of Mentalizer Education (http://www.mentalizer.com/)
(866-732-3696)
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